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The Hurricane of the Varstray -Threat of 3rd Force-

The Hurricane of the Varstray is the "SUPER MYSTERY MAGAZIN MU" and traumatic collaboration!
Of shooter the strongest ever firepower is the "Baryon Laser". Beat fleet of UFO with this!

New challenge of StudioSiestA. The exhilarating feeling can't imitate in the other,
And continuing catharsis of destruction. Plunge into new stage for operation.

A new 4 stage, add many enemies, and moreover the new weapon which increased in the destructive power.
Feeling of exhilarating is immeasurable.

The main character of Aurelia and Leontina.
Aurelia and Leontina is popular of the previous work. Challenge mystery of the UFO this time.

"MU" is the only truth is told in Japan.
The story was written by "MU" cooperation. Does their mystery become clear?

"UFO Panels" are hidden in the game. Let's collect UFO Panels and complete a UFO guide. Surprised by the hidden facts.
Maybe we are dominated by "their"!
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Nice little cheap 4 stage (with 2 loops) DLC.
Perfect if you haven't got time to run through the main game.
I think I prefer this to the main game. You can run through both loops in around half an hour, it's harder, especially advanced
mode and the new characters handle perfectly.. A fun and light-hearted addition to Collateral Hazard that introduces a much
needed shorter experience compared to the original's 12 stages (w\/ 2 loops). The story (if you care about that at all in shmups)
is just as crazy as the original minus the grimdark, and likewise just as gratuitously engrish.. I rate the add-on\/DLC Hurricane
of the Varstray: Threat of Third Force 4\/5. Good.

This is a good little prequel which features greatly increased difficulty but otherwise has all the main strengths and weaknesses
of the original game. Essentially, this little add-on features 4 extremely difficult prequel levels and some more funny broken
english dialogue. If you liked Hurricane of the Varstray: Collateral Hazard (the main game) I'd definitely recommend getting
this also. I've noticed no major bugs beyond the bad japanese-to-english translations.

It could be longer and the plot could be more interesting but then again it costs only 4 dollars. That's a dollar per level.
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